
 

 

 

Visa Issues for Post-Docs 
 

By H. Ronald Klasko, Esq. 

 

 

Post-docs are a conundrum.  Are they trainees?  employees?  students?  Are they clinical 

researchers publishing cutting edge research and enabling principal investigators to accomplish 

significant research under federal grants?  Or are they engaged in “mentored advanced training to 

enhance the professional skills and research independence needed to pursue his or her chosen 

career path” as defined by NIH and NSF? 

 

These different views of post-docs lead to different treatment of post-docs for immigration 

purposes.  This treatment is not at all consistent between universities and not even always 

consistent within any given university.  There are political issues, legal issues, tax issues, benefit 

issues, and source of payment issues to be considered. 

 

This author participated in a panel entitled “Visa Issues for Post Docs” at the NAFSA region 

VIII Conference in Baltimore in November 2007.  In preparation for the conference, I did a 

survey of 19 institutions which have post-doctoral programs.  This article contains the results of 

that survey.  Four questions were asked of the survey participants: 

 

1. How many different categories of post-docs does your institution have? 

2. Do you generally utilize H-1B visas or J-1 visas for post-docs? 

3. Do you sponsor J-1s for interested government waivers of the two year home residence 

requirement? 

4. Do you ever sponsor post-docs for permanent residence status? 

 

The article contains a summary of the responses of the institutions, specific quotations from 

certain institutions and the author’s comments and summary of the issues surveyed, as follows: 

 
 

 

 

                                                 

H. Ronald Klasko is the Managing Partner of Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP, the first immigration law firm global partner 

advocate of NAFSA.  With offices in New York and Philadelphia, Ron and his firm were chosen by clients and peers as one of 

the top six immigration firms in the country and “the strongest in the country in representing clients in the university research and 

medical sectors.”  He is a former National President of the American Immigration Lawyers Association and served for 3 years as 

the bar association’s General Counsel.  He has been Adjunct Professor of Immigration Law at Villanova University Law School 

and is a frequent lecturer on immigration law subjects.  His practice emphasizes representation of universities, hospitals and 

research institutions and their students, scholars, staff and employees. 
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1. How many different categories of post-docs does your institution have? 

 

1- 9 institutions 

2- 6 institutions 

3- 4 institutions 

 

Notes: Institutions with multiple categories of post-docs generally distinguish 

based on source of payment; i.e., paid by the university; paid by grant; 

paid by another institution (visiting). 

 

2. Does your institution utilize H1-B or J-1 visas for post-docs? 

 

J-1s only - - 2 institutions 

H-1Bs only - - 2 institutions 

H-1B or J-1 depending upon category of post-doc, source of funding, whether skills 

list is applicable, term of employment, employee or non-employee - - 15 institutions 

 

Comments from institutions: 

 

 “Most of our Js are visiting fellows (not on staff) but the researchers on staff are 

on H-1Bs” 

 

 “We only do Hs for our employees…the post doctoral research associates.  We 

use the J for the other two who we do not consider our employees.” 

 

 “We only sponsor post-doctoral fellows for the J-1 category.  We reserve the H 

category for regular positions.” 

 

 “We do Hs and Js for the scientists and scholars and not usually for the follows 

since “fellow” usually implies that the funding is outside the university.” 

 

 “We do J when we can for our post-doc, H if the J is not advisable for some 

reason.” 

 

 “We will process H-1s for post-doctoral research fellows, research fellows and 

research scholars.  All others are J-1 or F-1 with CPT or OPT.” 

 

 “The majority of our post-docs are sponsored for J-1s, and their positions are, by 

their very nature, temporary.  And for most of them, the J-1 is perfectly adequate.  

There are some who we sponsor for H-1Bs:  Those on practical training or who 

are from countries on the skills list and would become subject if we did Js.  Most 

of them have been away from home for many years, and would likely not be able 

to prove nonimmigrant intent or get waivers.  Other who have already filed for PR 

based on NIW we obviously can’t sponsor for the J.” 

 

 The Office of International Programs and Studies only processes Js and the 

university hires outside counsel for Hs. 
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 “We do Hs and Js for post-docs, usually Js for research scholars since they often 

don’t get paid (and probably wouldn’t meet the prevailing wage).” 

 

 “Only the post-doctoral scholar-employee is eligible for H-1B status.  However, 

there are other criteria for H-1B sponsorship which must be satisfied before we 

will do the H-1B, including a three year full-time job offer. Occasionally, the 

payroll title “staff research associate” is used for an employee who may call 

himself or herself a “post-doc” informally.  This title is eligible for J-1 status or 

H-1B status.” 

 

 “For the trainees we only do Js because they are not considered employees. For 

the post-doctoral fellow we do both Hs and Js.” 

 

 “Either one.  Usually H-1B, but sometimes J-1 seems acceptable for employees 

coming directly from their home countries.” 

 

 “We do both, it is pretty much split down the middle.” 

 

 “If they are coming from overseas, we do the J usually and then we will change 

them to H later on if they run out of J time or if they have come to us on F-1 

OPT.” 

 

 “We have Hs and Js for “research scholars;” Js for “short-term scholars.” 

 

 “We do Hs and Js for post-docs unless it is a straight fellowship and not 

considered employment.” 

 

 “Associates about 50/50.  Fellows – majority J-1 and trying to get everyone in J 

category (the problem is individuals shift back and forth between PDAs and PDFs 

so if they started at PDA in H-1 we don’t insist a change to J if their positions 

shift to a PDF…but we recognize the problem and are working on it.” 

 

 “Post-docs are treated as employees, albeit temporary, which means we do apply 

for H-1Bs on their behalf.” 

 

Author’s note: 

 

In my experience, J-1s are often used for post-docs for the following reasons, among others:   

 

 Post-docs are considered trainees and not employees;  

 

 J-2 dependents are eligible to apply for employment authorization; 

 

 No fees, as compared with H-1bs; 

 

 J-1 time limits have now been increased to 5 years;  

 

 Grants to pay post-docs are considered non-W-2 wages; and 
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 Post-docs may not get all benefits that other employees receive.   

 

On the other hand, my experience with universities that do sponsor post-docs for H-1Bs reveals 

the following reasons, among others:   

 

 post-docs may want H-1B and may only choose universities that will file H-1B; 

 Chinese and other country post-docs would be subject to the two-year return 

requirement if J-1;  

 H-1Bs may have less risk of foreign travel; H-1B can be valid for up to six years. 

 

Institutions filing H-1B petitions for post-docs should be aware of Department of Labor 

regulations that refer to “employer” and “employment relationship” and require payment of 

“wages” that must be “shown in the employer’s payroll records as earnings to the employee” and 

must be subject to “appropriate withholding for the employee’s tax.”  The H-1B also requires 

payment of benefits.  USCIS regulations state that the H-1B must be filed by an “agent” or 

“employer” with an “employer-employee relationship.”   

 

3. Does your institution sponsor J-1 post-docs for IGA (interested government 

agency) waivers? 

 

Yes- 11 institutions 

No- 8 institutions 

 

Comments: 

 

 “We have not done an IGA waiver for any of our Js.  But if a faculty member or a 

senior researcher had a two year requirement because of a J, I think we would 

support an IGA waiver.” 

 

 “We have only had to sponsor two IGA waivers that the individual and the 

department along with the agency handled.” 

 

 “We do not get involved in the IGA waivers although I know academic 

departments have done them.” 

 

 “We provide information to any J and department.  As an office we do not 

sponsor IGA waivers in the sense of preparing the application.” 

 

 “Only staff physicians – HHS waiver.” 

 

 “Only if they are candidates for tenure-track faculty or senior researcher 

position.” 

 

 “Yes, depending on the department.” 

 

 “On occasion we have had departments sponsor an IGA waiver for people who 

are working in the School of Medicine or in a research position at the hospital 

(but our office does not get involved).” 
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 “IGA waivers are occasionally initiated by the departments, with the approval of a 

high-level person in the administration.  The preparation of the waiver application 

is done by outside counsel.  The international office is not involved, except to 

ensure compliance with the university policy and regulations, and to confirm 

institutional approval of the waiver process with the Waiver Review Board.” 

 

 “Aside from giving basic information to the J-1 visitors, we try to stay out of the 

waiver process.  I try very hard NOT to use the J-1 program for long-term 

employees (more than five years), so we try to avoid the waiver issue as much as 

possible.  The university might have tried to do IGA waivers in 1-2 cases, but we 

have the department do the applications - -  not our office.” 

 

 “Yes, if needed.  It has hardly happened.” 

 

 “This is considered an individual transaction and is usually done by the scholar 

with the assistance from his or her PI.” 

 

Author’s note: 

 

A waiver of the two-year home residence requirement is only necessitated if the post-doc has 

received direct funding from a U.S. Government agency or has been financed by the home 

country government or, alternatively, if the post-doc’s area of specialization is on the home 

country’s skills list.  The fact that the post-doc is paid by a grant to the PI from NIH or other U.S. 

government agency does not subject the post-doc to the two-year return requirement.  Some 

countries (such as China) include every skill on the skills list; some countries (such as India) 

have only selected skills; other countries (such as most of Western Europe) have no skills list.   

 

There are four different possible types of waivers: no-objection statement from the home 

country; exceptional hardship to U.S. citizen of permanent resident spouse or child; persecution 

waiver; and waiver based upon recommendation from interested U.S government agency.  Only 

the latter (IGA) waiver requires sponsorship by the university.  Although any U.S. government 

agency can recommend a waiver, most waivers for post-docs are recommended by the 

Department of Health and Human Services (NIH), National Science Foundation or Department 

of Defense.  These agencies have formal programs.  Some agencies have policies not to sponsor 

such waivers.  Some agencies either do not know of the waiver options or have rather informal 

procedures. 

 

Most agencies, including those listed above, require the waiver application to be filed by the 

employing university based upon anticipated future employment of a critical nature on a project 

of interest to the agency in question.  For this purpose, institutions need to make case-by-case or 

blanket policy judgments regarding whether or not to sponsor exchange visitors for waivers and 

whether the sponsorship is done at an institutional level or at a departmental level. 
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4. Does your institution ever sponsor post-docs for lawful permanent residence? 

 

Yes- 6 institutions 

No- 16 institutions 

 

Comments: 

 

 “We do not sponsor post-docs with PR…we do not consider them as permanent 

employment.  They are appointed annually for up to three years, up to five in 

molecular biology and chemistry.  After that time passes, they can be promoted to 

the next rank and either be appointed with an annual end date or without end date.  

If without end date, we will look at PR.” 

 

 “Up until July of this year, we sponsored anyone in a regular (permanent) position 

for LPR.  The policy has now changed and we only sponsor individuals in faculty 

positions.  Post-docs were not covered under the old policy (and much less under 

the new one) because they are not considered employees of the university.  They 

are treated as students.” 

 

 “In the past we have had attorneys file for LPR for post-docs.  Now with PERM, 

it is increasingly harder to prove permanence.” 

 

 “University policy is that the position must be a permanent position for our 

sponsorship, and a post-doc is not considered a permanent position.  They are free 

to self-petition under extraordinary or NIW.” 

 

 “Yes, some departments will sponsor a post-doc for LPR, but most transition 

them to something else first, like “associate scientist.” 

 

 “Our experience is that these will be denied by USCIS and at our institution a 

person can only be a post-doc for a maximum period of five years.” 

 

 “We do, under the outstanding researcher category.” 

 

 “No, we ask that they be promoted to research faculty before we sponsor them.” 

 

 “In extremely limited situations we might consider it for EB-1.” 

 

Author’s note: 

 

There are both legal and policy issues regarding the sponsorship of post-docs for permanent 

resident status.  The university must decide as a matter of policy whether it has sufficient interest 

in the post-docs future ability to remain in the United States to want to consider permanent 

resident sponsorship.  For example, if the post-doc completes five years on an H-1B, she only 

has one year remaining on her six-year maximum H-1B status to complete the permanent 

residence process.  This is balanced against university policies that may consider post-docs to be 

trainees or, at best, temporary employees for whom the university has no ongoing interest 

beyond the post-doc period. 
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Assuming the university wishes, as a matter of policy, to sponsor the post-doc, there are also 

legal issues.  The first issue is whether the post-doc is an “employee” of the university, which is 

necessary for sponsorship.  This also impacts tax and benefit issues.   

 

The second significant legal issue is whether a post-doc’s employment is “permanent” enough.  

The issues are different regarding sponsorship as an outstanding researcher versus sponsorship 

for a labor certification application.  For purposes of outstanding researcher, the employment 

must be for a “term of indefinite or unlimited duration, and in which the employee will ordinarily 

have an expectation of continued employment unless there is a good cause for termination.”  

This has been interpreted by USCIS as including employment relationships which are subject to 

no specific ending date but which are contingent upon continuation of grant funding, which the 

department or PI has a reasonable expectation of receiving.   

 

Of course, in addition to employer sponsorship options, the post-doc has the option of self-

sponsorship under either the extraordinary ability or national interest waiver category.  

 

 

Conclusion: 

 

As can be seen from the results of the survey, the immigration issues surrounding post-doctoral 

scholars are complex and varied.  It is important for institutions to develop a consistent policy on 

treatment of post-docs that is consistent for immigration purposes, labor law purposes, benefits 

purposes, tax purposes and the multitude of internal policy issues that are impacted. 
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What is a PostDoc?
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� Has your institution defined “postdoc?”

� NIH and NSF have agreed upon the 
definition of a postdoctoral scholar:
�“An individual who has received a doctoral degree (or 

equivalent) and is engaged in a temporary and defined 
period of mentored advanced training to enhance the 
professional skills and research independence needed 
to pursue his or her chosen career path.”

Institutional Definition of a 
Postdoc
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�Postdoc “titles” are generally differentiated by 
funding source and most commonly classified 
as:

� Trainee

� Employee

� Student

Institutional Definition of a 
Postdoc

J-1 Visas for Postdocs

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

� Postdocs as trainees vs. employees

� Regulation regarding term limit changed 
from three to five years in J-1 status

� Dependents are eligible to apply for 
employment authorization

� Most are eligible for waiver of 212e

Why J-1 Visas for Postdocs?
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� Time to accumulate credentials for 
successful path to permanent residency

� No cost to sponsoring institution

� No prevailing wage issues

Why J-1 Visas for Postdocs?

H-1B Visas for
Postdocs

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

� Preference of hiring department –
competitive issues

� No 212(e) issue

� Less chance of visa denials

Why H-1B Visas for Postdocs?
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� Consistent with permanent residence 
application

� Postdoc considered employee

� J-1 may be problematic if long stay in U.S.

Why H-1B Visas for Postdocs?

Consequences of 
Choice of H-1B or 

J-1 to the Postdocs

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

� Two year return requirement
�What it means
�Does not apply to H-1B
�Only applies to J-1 postdocs if

� Skills list
� Government financing

�Strategies for proving no two year return 
requirement 

Consequences of Choice of H-1B 
or J-1 to the Postdocs
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� Time Issues
�5 years for J-1
�6 years for H-1B

� Possibility of extension

� Spouse Issues
�J-2 can work
�H-4 cannot work

Consequences of Choice of H-1B 
or J-1 to the Postdocs

cont’d
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� Travel Issues
�J-1

� No dual intent

�H-1B
� Dual intent

� Easier transition to permanent residence

Consequences of Choice of H-1B 
or J-1 to the Postdocs

What do Institutions Do?
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� Distinctions based on:
�Paid by university

�Grant paid to university 

�Grant paid to postdoc

�Payment of benefits

� Survey of other institutions

What do Institutions Do?

Legal Issues Regarding 
H-1B for Postdocs
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� DOL and CIS forms refer to “employer” and 
“employee”

� DOL regulations
�Refer to “employer” and “employment 

relationship”

Legal Issues Regarding H-1B for 
Postdocs
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�Require payment of “wages”
� Must be “shown in the employer’s payroll records 

as earnings for the employee”

� Must be “appropriate withholdings for the 
employee’s tax”

�Require payment of benefits

Legal Issues Regarding H-1B for 
Postdocs

cont’d
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� CIS regulations
�H-1B must be filed by “agent” or “employer” 

with “employer-employee relationship”

Legal Issues Regarding H-1B for 
Postdocs

Prevailing Wages for 
Postdocs
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Prevailing Wages for 
Postdocs

� Choices
�ETA 9141 – safe harbor
�LCA with no ETA-9141 – no safe harbor

�Private Survey

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

Issues with ETA 9141

� All industries (non-ACWIA) wage 
�How to avoid

� Must use following statement after description of 
job duties at item D.a.6 (job duties): “***This 
employer is an institution of higher education or a 
research entity under 20 CFR 656.40 (e). ***”

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

Issues with ETA 9141

� Level 3 Wage
�Why it happens

� O’Net  job (e.g., biologist, chemist, materials 
scientist) has education and training code “Bachelors 
degree”

� Job requires PhD – add 2 points for 2 levels above 
Bachelors

(cont’d)
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Issues with ETA 9141

�How to avoid
� In job description: “research fellow, “trainee”,          

“entry level”, “close supervision”

� Use own survey

� Request another PWD

� Request redetermination

� Abandon safe harbor

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

This is an entry level trainee position for a research fellow to 
perform the following research under the close supervision of 
a mentor in the Department of Biology;

***This employer is an institution of higher education or a 
research entity under  20 CFR 656.40 (e)***

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

Using own survey
� History with SWAs
� Rejections by NPWHC
� Commissioning private survey

�Standards
� Data collected within 24 months of date of 

submission
� Limited to area of intended employment
� “Similarly employed” workers
� Arithmetic mean
� Include methodology
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Using own survey
� “Representative sample”

� How the universe is defined
� How the sample size was determined
� How the participants were selected
� Number of employers surveyed
� Number of employees included
� List of employer participants

�Procedure
� Reference in D.a.6. (job duties) surrounded by  ***
� Submit through mail to be matched up with ETA 

9141
� Good luck

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

Requesting redetermination 
and further review

� Options for challenging DOL prevailing wage 
determinations:
� If technical mistake, send email to 

OFLC.portal@dol.gov
�Request Redetermination from CO who issued 

the PWD
� In iCert go to PWD tab & click on determinations 

issued to request

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

Requesting redetermination 
and further reviews

� Select reason for redetermination from drop-down 
list and offer brief explanation why different 
occupation/wage level survey, etc. should be 
considered

� Send additional information to National Prevailing 
Wage and Helpdesk Center

�NPWHC: 1341 G St. Suite 201 Washington, 
D.C. 20005-3105

cont’d
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Requesting redetermination 
and further reviews

(cont’d)
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Requesting redetermination 
and further reviews

�Other options:
� Challenge the PWD by requesting review by 

Center Director

� Must do this within 30 days of date of PWD

� Send request to National Prevailing Wage and 
Helpdesk Center

(cont’d)
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Requesting redetermination 
and further reviews

� Appeal PWD to BALCA

� Refile?
� Complete new request online & mail in supporting 

documentation

� Perform your own PWD
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Performing your own PWD

� Advantages
�Save 60 days
�Avoid unrealistic PWDs

� Disadvantage
�No safe harbor

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

Performing your own PWD

� Level I (entry) wage rates are assigned to job 
offers for beginning level employees who have 
only a basic understanding of the occupation.  
These employees perform routine tasks that 
require limited, if any, exercise of judgment.  
The tasks provide experience employees may 
perform higher level work for training and 
developmental purposes.  

(cont’d)
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Performing your own PWD

These employees work under close 
supervision and receive specific instructions on 
required tasks and results expected.  Their 
work is closely monitored and reviewed for 
accuracy.  Statements that the job offer is for a 
research fellow, a worker in training, or a 
internship are indicators that that a Level I 
wage should be considered. (pg.7)

(cont’d)
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Performing your own PWD

� “the process…should not be implemented in an 
automated fashion.  The NPWHC must exercise 
judgment… wage levels should be commensurate 
with the complexity of tasks, independent judgment 
required & amount of close supervision received 
as described in the employer’s job opportunity.” 
(pg.13)

� Therefore, Level I is proper level

(cont’d) 
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Performing your own PWD

� How to document
�Find proper O’NET-SOC occupational 

category
�Find proper area of intended employment
�Use ACWIA
�Complete worksheet

(cont’d)
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Performing your own PWD

�Keep worksheet in public examination file

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

Analyzing Safe Harbor
� Advantage of safe harbor

�Wage cannot be challenged in an 
investigation

� Advantages of abandoning safe harbor
�Avoiding 60+ day delay
�Any change requires new 60 day wait
�Avoiding getting unrealistic wage that you 

may be stuck with
�Using your own PWD calculation

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

Analyzing Safe Harbor
�Risk of investigation extremely low
�If  investigation, opportunity to prove your 

wage is correct
�Investigations extremely rarely result in finding 

against employer based on incorrect wage 
level

�Safe harbor is no guarantee of safety anyway
� DOL can challenge job description, job 

requirements
� DOL can challenge actual wage

(cont’d)
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Analyzing Safe Harbor

� Can employer disregard safe harbor PWD 
and file LCA with different PWD?
�Differing opinions

� Opinion 1: employer is bound by safe harbor PWD
� 20 CFR 655.731 (a)(2)(ii)(A)

� Opinion 2: employer can avoid liability in the event 
of an investigation by proving that its PWD was 
proper under the regulations

(cont’d)
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Analyzing Safe Harbor

�Unanimous opinion:
� Better not to request safe harbor wage than to get 

safe harbor wage and not pay it.

� Especially problematic if employee knows PWD

�Ramifications of DOL investigation
� Back pay award for difference between prevailing 

wage and wage paid

� Civil fine up to $5,000 and/or debarment if willful

Two-Year Return 
Requirement Waivers
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� Types of waivers
�No Objection Statement

�Hardship Waiver

�Persecution Waiver

�Interested U.S. Government Agency Waiver

Two-year Return 
Requirement Waivers
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� Interested government agency waiver 
issues for postdocs
�Typical agencies

� HHS, NSF, DOD

�Typical issues
� Sponsorship by university
� Long-term employment offer
� Advertising
� What must be proven?

Two-year Return 
Requirement Waivers

Institutional Policies 
Regarding J-1 Waivers
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� “Conflict of interest” (program sponsor role 
vs. J-1 advocate or institutional advocate 
role)

� Weighing benefit to scholar/benefit to 
institution

� Extent of institutional/departmental support

Institutional Policies relating to 
Advising About and Sponsoring 

J-1 Waivers

O-1 Visas for Postdocs

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

� Requires employer sponsorship
� Legal standard

�“extraordinary ability”
�Appropriate for postdoc?

� More flexibility on employer-employee issue
� No time limit
� J-1 with two year return requirement can get 

O-1 visa

O-1 Visas for Postdocs



Institutional Policies 
Regarding O-1
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� Employer sponsorship/criteria for support 

� Cost

� Nature of employer/employee relationship

� Option for those not eligible for H-1B status

� Prepared in-house or outsourced/labor 
intensive

� Whether alien possesses qualifications

Institutional Policies for O-1s

Legal Issues for 
Permanent Resident 

Sponsorship
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� Outstanding researchers
�“term of indefinite or unlimited duration, and in 

which the employee will ordinarily have an 
expectation of continued employment unless 
there is a good cause for termination”

�Interpretation by USCIS/applicability to 
postdocs

Legal Issues for Permanent
Resident Sponsorship

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

� Labor certification applications
�“Permanent” employment

�Practical issues
� Processing times

� Quotas

�Comparison to medical residents

Legal Issues for Permanent
Resident Sponsorship

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

� Extraordinary Ability
�Legal standard (extraordinary ability)

�How does postdoc qualify?

�No quota wait

Permanent Residence 
Self-Sponsorship Options
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� National Interest Waiver
�Legal standard (exceptional ability or 

advanced degree)

�How does postdoc qualify?

�Quota wait for India and China

Permanent Residence 
Self-Sponsorship Options

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    

Questions and Answers

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP    
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Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP

E-mail:  rklasko@klaskolaw.com

Telephone: 215-825-8600 (Philadelphia)

212-796-8840 (New York)

Websites: www.klaskolaw.com
www.worsite-compliance.com
www.eb5immigration.com

Blog: http://blog.klaskolaw.com    
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H-1B and Prevailing 
Wage Issues for Medical 

Residents and 
Postdoctoral Fellows
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Content

� Overview of the H-1B and time sensitive 
processes

� Prevailing Wage Determinations 
and LCA adjudications for Medical Residents 
and Postdoctoral Fellows
� HIG Survey Results
� DOL Stakeholders Teleconference Summary

� Various approaches to PWDs
� Institutional policy

Overview of the H-1B
� The H-1B Program allows US employers to sponsor and 

employ qualified aliens coming temporarily to the US to 
perform services in specialty occupations that require 
bachelors degree.

� The H-1B program is regulated by the Department of 
Homeland Security, US Citizenship and Immigration 
Services, the US Department of Labor and US 
Department of State.

� An H-1B quota applies an annual numeric cap of 65,000 
new visas/approvals + 20,000 for U.S. degree holders.
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Overview

� Employer specific, job specific, area 
specific, alien specific

� Available to an alien worker for up to six 
years, with certain exceptions

� Considered an essential program for 
attracting talented researchers and 
physicians to higher education, academic 
research and medicine

Components of the 
Application

� US Department of Labor (DOL) Attestation
� Labor Condition Attestation

� Wages – the higher of Prevailing or Actual Wage

� Area of Employment - Worksites and work conditions

Components of the 
Application

� US Immigration Petition (USCIS)
� Certified DOL Labor Condition Attestation

� Job offer establishing employer /employee 
relationship

� Evidence of cap/fee exemption

� Evidence the alien worker qualifies for the position
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Components of the 
Application

� Review of Eligibility Requirements
� Credentialing Requirements
� Licensing Requirements
� Wage Requirements
� Public Examination Files
� Eligibility for Change of Status
� Multiple Employers
� Part-time or Full-time

(cont’d)

Timing 

�Prevailing Wage Determinations (PWD)
�LCA adjudications
�USCIS adjudications
�Consular processing
�The national resident “Match” occurs in March 

each year – usually 98 days from match to 
program start date 

�Summertime OPT expirations

iCERT System 

� The Employment and Training Administration 
one stop web-based location for information, 
processing, managing of all aspects of the 
Foreign Labor Certification processes.

� Employer and Agent User accounts
� Employers are able to monitor H and eventually 

PERM cases
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iCERT System

� The following forms must now be 
submitted through iCERT
�ETA Form 9035 LCA
�ETA Form 9141 Prevailing Wage Request –

Effective January 1, 2010
�Eventually ETA Form 9089 (PERM)

Effective January 1, 2010 

� Prevailing wage determinations (PWD) are 
issued by the Department of Labor’s 
(DOL) National Prevailing Wage and 
Helpdesk Center (NPWHC)

� Prevailing wage Form ETA 9141 via iCert 
portal replaced State Workforce Agencies 
wage determinations.

Survey of 2010 PWD and LCA 
Success Survey

NAFSA Healthcare Interest Group sent a 
survey to members – when asked >>>

� 65 responses
� 40% yes: 35% 4 – 6 weeks, 65% still waiting; a 

few said 7 weeks was the time frame
� 72% used OES; 33% used a survey
� 7 – 8 weeks seems to be the norm for 

determinations on PWDs
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Prevailing Wages for Medical 
Residents and Fellows 

� OES category for Medical Residents and 
Fellows does not exist

� Many SWAs accepted surveys prior to 1/1
� AAMC Survey of Resident/Fellow Stipends & 

Benefits
� Watson Wyatt Survey on Health Care 

Administrative & Support Personnel Compensation
� Certain GAL 2-98 compliant local surveys

Prevailing Wages for Medical 
Residents and Fellows

Surveys used for Medical Residents*
� AAMC-(1 comment: LCA denied)
� Watson Wyatt Survey
� AAMC COTH House staff Survey
� ACWIA
� AAMC Survey of House Staff Stipends

� � �� � ����� �
����� �� �����!�����" ��� ������# �$ ���� ���� � �� � �� � ����� �
����� �� �����!�����" ��� ������# �$ ���� ���� � �� � �� � ����� �
����� �� �����!�����" ��� ������# �$ ���� ���� � �� � �� � ����� �
����� �� �����!�����" ��� ������# �$ ���� ���� � �
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Prevailing Wages for Medical 
Residents and Fellows

LCAs for Medical Residents when members are 
using survey data for PW purposes, 

� 58 responses 
� 19% used AAMC survey

�35% accepted 
�12.5% rejected
�52% still pending
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Prevailing Wages for Medical 
Residents and Fellows

� Many SWAs adjudicated PWDs at Level 
1 in existing OES categories prior to 1/1, 
including:
� 29-1069.00 Physicians and Surgeons, All others
� 29-1062 Family & General Practitioners
� 29-1199.99 Health diagnosing & 
� treating practitioner, All others
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OES categories & levels used 
for Medical Residents

� Physicians and Surgeons, All others, Level 1
� 29-1062 Family & General Practitioners Level 1
� Health diagnosing & treating practitioner, all 

other
� 29-1199.99, 29-1069 Level 1
� 29-1063, 29-1062
� 25-1022 Level 1 ACWIA
� SOC (ONET/OES) 25-1071.00 Health 

Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary, Level 1

Comments on PWD and LCA 
for Medical Residents

� 6 – 8 weeks via iCERT
� “First in, First out does not seem to be a 

reality. Colleagues who filed after me have 
received determinations”

� PWDs came out mostly higher that the 
SWAs

Questions ?
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Prevailing Wages for 
Postdocs

� Choices
�ETA 9141 – safe harbor
�LCA with no ETA-9141 – no safe harbor
�Private Survey

Issues with ETA 9141

� All industries (non-ACWIA) wage 
�How to avoid

� Must use following statement after description of 
job duties at item D.a.6 (job duties): “***This 
employer is an institution of higher education or a 
research entity under 20 CFR 656.40 (e). ***”

Issues with ETA 9141

� Level 3 Wage
�Why it happens

� O’Net  job (e.g., biologist, chemist, materials 
scientist) has education and training code “Bachelors 
degree”

� Job requires PhD – add 2 points for 2 levels above 
Bachelors

(cont’d)
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Issues with ETA 9141

�How to avoid
� In job description: “research fellow, “trainee”, “ 

entry level”, “close supervision”
� Use own survey
� Request another PWD
� Request redetermination
� Abandon safe harbor

(cont’d)

: � �� ���������
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Using own survey
� History with SWAs
� Rejections by NPWHC
� Commissioning private survey

�Standards
� Data collected within 24 months of date of 

submission
� Limited to area of intended employment
� “Similarly employed” workers
� Arithmetic mean
� Include methodology
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Using own survey
� “Representative sample”

� How the universe is defined
� How the sample size was determined
� How the participants were selected
� Number of employers surveyed
� Number of employees included
� List of employer participants

�Procedure
� Reference in D.a.6. (job duties) surrounded by  ***
� Submit through mail to be matched up with ETA 

9141
� Good luck

(cont’d)

Requesting redetermination 
and further review

� Options for challenging DOL prevailing wage 
determinations:
� If technical mistake, send email to 

OFLC.portal@dol.gov
�Request Redetermination from CO who issued 

the PWD
� In iCert go to PWD tab & click on determinations 

issued to request

Requesting redetermination 
and further reviews

� Select reason for redetermination from drop-down 
list and offer brief explanation why different 
occupation/wage level survey, etc. should be 
considered

� Send additional information to National Prevailing 
Wage and Helpdesk Center

�NPWHC: 1341 G St. Suite 201 Washington, 
D.C. 20005-3105
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Requesting redetermination 
and further reviews

(cont’d)

Requesting redetermination 
and further reviews

�Other options:
� Challenge the PWD by requesting review by 

Center Director
� Must do this within 30 days of date of PWD
� Send request to National Prevailing Wage and 

Helpdesk Center

� Appeal PWD to BALCA
� Refile?

� Complete new request online & mail in supporting 
documentation

� Perform your own PWD

(cont’d)

Performing your own PWD
� Advantages

�Save 60 days
�Avoid unrealistic PWDs

� Disadvantage
�No safe harbor

� What is the proper OES level?
�DOL ETA Prevailing Wage Determination 

Policy Guidance:
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Performing your own PWD

� Level I (entry) wage rates are assigned to job 
offers for beginning level employees who have 
only a basic understanding of the occupation.  
These employees perform routine tasks that 
require limited, if any, exercise of judgment.  
The tasks provide experience employees may 
perform higher level work for training and 
developmental purposes.  

(cont’d)

Performing your own PWD

These employees work under close 
supervision and receive specific instructions on 
required tasks and results expected.  Their 
work is closely monitored and reviewed for 
accuracy.  Statements that the job offer is for a 
research fellow, a worker in training, or a 
internship are indicators that that a Level I 
wage should be considered. (pg.7)

(cont’d)

Performing your own PWD

� “the process…should not be implemented in an 
automated fashion.  The NPWHC must exercise 
judgment… wage levels should be commensurate 
with the complexity of tasks, independent judgment 
required & amount of close supervision received 
as described in the employer’s job opportunity.” 
(pg.13)

� Therefore, Level I is proper level

(cont’d) 
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Performing your own PWD

� How to document
�Find proper O’NET-SOC occupational 

category
�Find proper area of intended employment
�Use ACWIA
�Complete worksheet

(cont’d)
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(cont’d)

Performing your own PWD

�Keep worksheet in public examination file

(cont’d)
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Analyzing Safe Harbor

� Advantage of safe harbor
�Wage cannot be challenged in an 

investigation

� Advantages of abandoning safe harbor
�Avoiding 60+ day delay
�Any change requires new 60 day wait
�Avoiding getting unrealistic wage that you 

may be stuck with
�Using your own PWD calculation

Analyzing Safe Harbor

�Risk of investigation extremely low
�If  investigation, opportunity to prove your 

wage is correct
�Investigations extremely rarely result in 

finding against employer based on incorrect 
wage level

�Safe harbor is no guarantee of safety anyway
� DOL can challenge job description, job 

requirements

(cont’d)

Analyzing Safe Harbor

� Can employer disregard safe harbor PWD 
and file LCA with different PWD?
�Differing opinions

� Opinion 1: employer is bound by safe harbor PWD
� 20 CFR 655.731 (a)(2)(ii)(A)

� Opinion 2: employer can avoid liability in the event 
of an investigation by proving that its PWD was 
proper under the regulations

(cont’d)
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Analyzing Safe Harbor

�Unanimous opinion:
� Better not to request safe harbor wage than to get 

safe harbor wage and not pay it.

� Especially problematic if employee knows PWD

�Ramifications of DOL investigation
� Back pay award for difference between prevailing 

wage and wage paid

� Civil fine up to $5,000 and/or debarment if willful

(cont’d)

Options to avoid PWD issue

� J-1

� O-1

� EAD

Institutional Policy Concerns

� Determine the best process for your 
institution and office (NPWHD, OES direct, 
private survey)

� Centralized job descriptions are essential
� Allow more time for reviewing job 

requirements, finding a good match in 
OES or in your survey, processing the 
worksheet
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Institutional Policy Concerns

� If filing for an H-1B who will also be 
sponsored for a green card in the future, 
take care to ensure the job used for the 
PWD is also applicable for the PR 
case…sometimes they check…

� Allow time, too, for staff training on new 
processes and requirements

(cont’d)

Institutional Policy Concerns

� Carefully check educational and experiential 
requirements sent to you by departments and 
schools – they are often non-standard (or made 
up…).

� Discuss the (myth) of safe harbor with general 
counsel, to see if you can use OES directly, or 
alternate sources.

� Finally, be sure to revise and update DOL public 
file processes and checklists to reflect new 
requirements

(cont’d)

Helpful Links
� OES Online Wage Library
www.flcdatacenter.com/OesWizardStart.aspx

� OES Prevailing Wage Guidance/Worksheet
www.foreignlaborcert.doleta.gov/pdf/Policy_Nonag_Progs.pdf

� iCERT portal
www.icert.doleta.gov/

� NAFSA iCERT guidance
www.nafsa.org/regulatory_information.sec/the_icert_portal_system
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Healthcare Member Interest Group 
Events at the Annual Conference

� Tuesday 9:30 a.m. 11:00 a.m. Member Interest 
Group (MIG) Open House

� Wednesday 3:45 p.m. 5:00 p.m. Hot Immigration 
Issues for U.S. Academic Healthcare Institutions 

� Thursday 8:00 a.m. 9:15 a.m. Healthcare 
Institutions MIG Meeting

The mission of the Healthcare Institutions IIG is to bring together
NAFSA members who work with or in the academic healthcare and
medical community for the purpose of better understanding the key
issues confronting that community. 

Postdoc Special Interest Group 
Events at the Annual Conference

� Tuesday 9:30 a.m. 11:00 a.m. Member Interest 
Group (MIG) Open House

� Wednesday 1:45 p.m. 3:00 p.m.   Postdoc SIG 
meeting in K.C.

� Friday, June 4, 11:00 a.m. 12:15 p.m.
Developing Immigration Policies for Postdocs

Questions ?
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For Further Information
H. Ronald Klasko, Esq.

Klasko, Rulon, Stock & Seltzer, LLP
8 ? ) ) �@ �A �$ �� �+��� ���8 * ) )
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rklasko@klaskolaw.com
Telephone:  (215) 825-8600

Fax:  (215) 825-8699

Janice Bogen
Thomas Jefferson University

1020 Locust Street, M-70
Philadelphia, PA 19107

janice.bogen@jefferson.edu
Telephone: (215) 503-4335

Fax: (215) 503-4334

Michele Stelljes
The Methodist Hospital & 

Methodist Hospital Research Institute
8100 Greenbriar, Suite GB 1-62

Houston, TX 77054
MMStelljes@tmh.org

Telephone: (832) 667-6288
Fax: (832) 667-6297

2010 PWD and 
LCA Success 
Survey Statistics
Survey March 2010
Total 65 responses

PWDs for Medical Residents

� 65 responses
� 40% yes: 35% 4 – 6 weeks, 65% still 

waiting; a few said 7 weeks was the time 
frame

� 72% used OES; 33% used a survey
� 7 – 8 weeks seems to be the norm for 

determinations on PWDs
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LCAs for Medical Residents

� 58 responses 
� 19% used AAMC survey

�35% accepted 
�12.5% rejected
�52% still pending

OES categories and job levels 
used for Medical Residents

� Physicians and Surgeons, All others, Level 1

� 29-1062 Family & General Practitioners 
Level 1

� Health diagnosing & treating practitioner, all 
other

� 29-1199.99, 29-1069 Level 1

OES categories and job levels 
used for Medical Residents

� 29-1063, 29-1062
� 25-1022 Level 1 ACWIA
� SOC (ONET/OES) 25-1071.00 Health 

Specialties Teachers, Postsecondary, Level 
1
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Comments on PWD and LCA for 
Medical Residents

� 6 – 8 weeks via iCERT
� “First in, First out does not seem to be a 

reality. Colleagues who filed after me have 
received determinations”

� PWDs came out mostly higher that the 
SWAs

Surveys used for 
Medical Residents

� AAMC-(1 comment: LCA denied)
� Watson Wyatt Survey
� AAMC COTH House staff Survey
� ACWIA
� AAMC Survey of House Staff Stipends

PWDs for Postdocs
� 58 responses
� 71% submitted requests

�3% got responses in 1 – 3 weeks
�40% took 4 – 6 weeks
�57% are still waiting

� 86% wages quoted OES
� 23 categories and job codes used
� 9% used survey (33 rejected, 67% 

accepted)
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LCAs for Postdocs

� 49 responses: only 9 submitted LCAs
� Of those, 8 were accepted, 1 rejected
� Accepted LCAs used surveys: 

�OFLC Online data Center (OES)
�EDD Sacramento or OWLS
�OES Job code 19-1099 Level 1

PWD & LCA 2010 Success 
Survey Comments

� I am desperate for assistance with 
Veterinary Residents

� We should be advocating for a postdoc 
category for Higher education

� Difficult to fit all information in this survey
� My concern is for postdocs making $33K
� One LCA rejected using OES: entered 

source as FLC data center. Must say 
OFLC Online data center

Further comments

� Although wage was level 1, DOL used all 
industries database. Waiting for 
reconsideration request response

� Still waiting for all my PWDs
� We submitted over 30 PW requests before 

December 31 for positions most commonly 
used. Predictably we need PWD for 
unanticipated positions

� Hoping DOL can address delays


